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Diseases reduce yield and quality. The disease triangle (Figure 1)
is a fundamental concept in Plant Pathology. ManipulaJng any
side of the disease triangle reduces disease and therefore
protects yield and quality.

Resistant hosts are the cornerstone of sustainable disease
management. Host resistance can be idenJﬁed by screening
diverse germplasm. Understanding mechanisms of resistance
enables improved host resistance.

Understanding how weather condiJons during the growing
season, and various cultural pracJces, impact disease enables
improved disease management recommendaJons that uJlize
the correct tools at the right Jme
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What is sustainable disease management?

The pathogen
Knowing the species that cause disease and their characterisJcs
(condiJons favoring infecJon, fungicide sensiJvity, etc.) are
important to enable targeted deployment of eﬀecJve disease
management tools.
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Oomycete pathogens recovered
from diseased soybean seedlings
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2011 and 2012.
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TerminaJng winter rye cover crops within a week of planJng corn
increases the risk of seedling disease, stand loss, and yield loss.
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Temperature aﬀects infecJon and
disease development of Pythium
spp on corn and soybea.
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In our lab, we do lab, growth chamber, greenhouse, and ﬁeld
studies to improve our understanding of how the host,
pathogen, and environment interact to cause disease. These
data allow the development of improved tools and
recommendaJons that enable Iowa corn and soybean farmers
to protect yield and quality using sustainable disease
management pracJces.
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What do we do in the Robertson Lab?

In Goss’s wilt resistant corn (R), the
QTL for resistance to Pythium spp. pathogen is surrounded by an
have been idenJﬁed in the SoyNAM extracellular matrix that appears to
aﬀect colonizaJon and movement.
populaJon.
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Targeted use of management tools to reduce disease. These
tools include manipulaJng the host (e.g. breeding for resistance),
manipulaJng the pathogen (e.g. applying fungicides), or
manipulaJng the environment (e.g. Jling, planJng date,
rotaJon).

Cold, wet periods a[er planJng increase the risk of damping oﬀ and stand
loss.
Seed treatments protect germinaJng seed and are a good
management tool to use in cool, wet springs
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The opJmum Jme to apply foliar fungicide to corn to reduce disease and
protect yield is at ﬂowering (R1). Early applicaJons have no eﬀect of
disease and consequently do not protect yield.
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